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In the US what have been the various bases used to assign 
minority various groups 
In the United States, different bases form the foundation for minority groups.

Race forms one of the biggest basis for minority groups; where classification 

of groups depends on the obvious physical characteristics like skin color. 

Ethnicity differentiates groups based on culture such as food or language. 

Lastly, religion forms another basis, where groups differentiate based on the 

dominant faith. Christianity dominates America, therefore, Muslims, 

Mormons and Roman Catholics form the base for minority religions. 

Identify, compare, and contrasts the major principles of 
liberal structuralists and conservative behaviorists 
Liberal structuralists and conservative behaviorists have major principles 

that form the basis for their doctrines. Both of them believe any society 

should have a hierarchy from where to draw support. According to them, 

hierarchies form the organizing principle of society. Both groups prefer a 

capitalism economic setup since they hold capitalist ideologies. In contrast, 

liberalists believe in individual supremacy, while conservative behaviorists 

regard humans as prone of errors. 

Briefly discuss and explain the sex vs gender argument. 
The sex and gender argument brings a distinction between the biological 

categories and socially created roles. Sex focuses on the biological difference

while gender forms a social construct, where the society, dependent upon 

one's sex, determines the roles played by that individual. This topic has 

faced several debates with both sex and gender being confused with each 
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other. Some people believe the two create different ways of classifying 

humans. Most importantly, People learn gender, while they inherit sex during

conception. 

- Dissociating from social settings - minority groups disassociate themselves 

from social settings to avoid places with rampant racism. This decision 

comes after evaluating the perceived treatment in those areas. 

- Drawing strength and comfort from external sources - These groups come 

together, share experiences, and even seeks assistance from professionals 

in the society. 

- Direct confrontation - apply direct confrontation, which involves setting 

boundaries for what qualifies as right and wrong. The victims can face the 

stigmatizer and report them to relevant authorities. 

Briefly discuss what is meant by the concept. " The Social 
Construction” 
Social construction involves how society categorizes individuals and how it 

favors certain groups compared to others. Most people live in segregation 

depending on their class, race, or gender. Such segregation results because 

society gives meaning to different aspects that form its foundation. For 

example, society can have a given perception about certain gender, 

sexuality, or ethnicity and this affects every member of the society by 

making him or her view these features from a particular angle only approved

by society. 
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